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Auburn University’s IIDA chapter is a
professional, student-led chapter that serves a
variety of needs for the interior design
program. Our organization offers liaisons
between the department and students while
serving numerous initiatives dedicated to the
betterment of our education. These initiatives
include inviting industry leaders to speak to
further educate and enlighten, planning of
program-wide meetings, industry-specific
philanthropy, and the sponsorship of national
conferences dedicated to students within the
interior design field. Auburn IIDA aims to
supplement the classroom education with
that of one beyond four walls. Our Campus
Center will remain steadfast and aspirational,
in its dedication to student success within the
field of Interior Design.

COMMUNITY. PURPOSE. LEADERSHIP. 
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2020 EVENTS 
KICK OFF MEETING

HEADSHOT NIGHT

MENTOR NIGHT

SEPTEMBER 2020

OCTOBER 2020

NOVEMBER 2020

With the amazing group of students currently enrolled in Auburn
University’s Interior Design Program, it is our main focus as a
chapter to have maximum participation at every event. This not
only means advertisement via social media, word of mouth, and
physical posters/fliers, but also means that each one of our officers
must maintain a relationship with their fellow classmates and
students cross-curriculum. All our events are open to every
member, of all years, and focus on strengthening and maintaining
the relationships students form in such a tight-knit major. A few of
the ways we execute this is by hosting a kickoff event every
September to welcome all the new members, a mentorship night,
and an event at the end of each semester to celebrate everyone’s
accomplishments - just to name a few. We also offer merchandise
designed by our officers once a semester. Due to the challenges of
COVID-19 we were unbale to host as many events in 2020, but we
are optimistic for 2021.

WELLNESS EVENT JANUARY 2020

PANEL OF SPEAKERS MARCH 2021



WELLNESS EVENT

To kick off the New Year, Societies wanted to remind students the
importance of taking care of themselves. Having an evening full of
movement and stretching, allowed the minds of busy students to rest
and reflect.

Pure Barre
January 2020

KICK OFF MEETING
Zoom Event

September 2020

Being an on-campus
organization that has always
revolved around hosting
events, we had to think
creatively to still make the
most of 2020. We began the
year with officer elections
that we were unable to have
in the spring due to COVID-
19. We asked members
wanting to be an officer to
create an info sheet about
themselves and why they
want to run. After officer
elections, we began training
the new officers and
scheduling events that
followed Auburn University's
safety protocols.



This event was held to host a
professional headshot photoshoot for
INDS students to use in their
portfolios. All available time slots were
filled, and the headshots turned out
beautifully thanks to our photographer,
Collyn Davis. Collyn is an Auburn
student and selflessly gave her
afternoon to help her Auburn family
obtain professional photos. This was
our first event in person since the start
of COVID, so everyone was looking
forward to it and was, in turn, very
successful.

HEADSHOT
EVENT
Jule Coll ins Smith Museum
October 2020

PROVIDING TOOLS 
FOR STUDENTS TO 
SUCCEED.



MENTOR NIGHT

For the third year in a row, The Societies has hosted a mentor
night with the intention of introducing the Freshman to the older
design students. The goal with mentorship nights is to give the
younger students a chance to ask the older ones, who have
already been in their place, questions about projects and spend
some time working on assignments together. This year, the
mentor night was held at Well Red Coffee and Books, students
were able to come and work on their projects with others or
swing by for a quick coffee break before getting back to the
grind.

Well  Red Coffee Shop
December 2020



PANEL OF SPEAKERS EVENT
The Societies likes to host at least one speaker meeting every semester for students to get a feel
for what is going on in the profession, as well as get inspired by and learn from current
professionals. This year, we had high hopes that we could utilize the growth of Zoom and invite
some of the giants of design so that we could ask them about their “Journey to Success”. This
panel discussion was recorded and will be used as a “Pilot” episode for the podcast series that
the Societies is starting this spring. It is also being aired on Interior Design Magazine’s “DesignTV”.

Zoom Event
March 2021

CINDY ALLEN
M o d e r a t o r

ALIYA KHAN
P a n e l i s t

DEBORAH FORREST
P a n e l i s t

GRAY DAVIS
P a n e l i s t

WILL MEYER
P a n e l i s t



SOCIAL 
MEDIA 
PRESENCE
The Societies utilizes its social
media presence to keep the
organization connected between
members as well as sharing the
organization’s purpose, events,
and inspiration. We have a wide
market, catering to followers who
enjoy design, friends, and family
of the organization, as well as the
organization’s members. Our
newest addition to our Instagram
is design podcast spotlights, each
week a design podcast is
highlighted that we feel students
would enjoy listening to and find
inspiration from.

Finalist:  
Best  in  Marketing 2020

We are proud to grow our
organization across campus, and to
be a finalist in such an honor, the
winner of this award will be
announced in April . The Societies has
worked hard to build its reputation on
campus and getting this award last
year has allowed for a growing
degree of respect for the Interior
Design program at Auburn University.

AUBURN 
UNIVERSITY’S 
INVOLVEMENT 
AWARDS



2020 
GROWTH

The Societies has grown exponentially over the last
year, with a 142% increase in membership, as well as
in event attendance. We have worked hard to get
our member numbers up, and it has been very
rewarding to see such growth this challenging, past
year. One of the ways that The Societies has
succeeded at growing its community is through
social media presence, GroupMe, email services and
word of mouth. Before every event, Societies
promotes it on social media and spreads the word
through GroupMe and email. During announcements
at events, officers clearly communicate how to
become a member, use available resources to
further the students’ careers, and learn how to
interact with social media in order to stay updated
on the latest events.

MERCHANDISE
We designed and sold Interior Design merchandise this past semester in
order to GROW our presence outside of the organization’s walls and to
provide something to our program’s community that they can enjoy. Offering
merchandise also allows Auburn Interior Design to be represented across
the city of Auburn.

Apolis Canvas Market Tote Bag
Great for toting around scale rulers, trash paper, 

construction documents, and finish samples. 



A Maintain Strong 
Connections

One of the biggest ways The Societies 
involves its members is through tours 
and guest speakers. In 2020, we hoped 
to take a weekend trip to North Carolina 
to visit the High Hampton Inn, 
unfortunately due to travel restrictions 
and university COVID guidelines we were 
unable to do so. In the past, we have 
loved  being able to take students to tour 
facilities that have recently been finished 
to allow students to see a completed 
project and hear about the process. 
These trips also allow students to meet 
designers on the projects and build 
connections.

B Grow in 
Numbers

We have made it a number one 
priority to bring underclassmen and 
upperclassmen students together in 
order to strengthen our program. It is 
a goal of ours to continue the pursuit 
of these relationships in the new year. 
In order to maintain and strengthen 
these friendships, events are open to 
every member and through this 
quality time spent together, we have 
been able to see the prosperous 
outcome of a tight-knit major and 
hope to see this same result in the 
years to come.

OUR GOALS

CELEBRATING THE FUTURE OF DESIGN.



T h a n k s  Y o u
T H E  S O C I E T I E S

We are so excited to see what this year holds. 


